Dream Eco Chain -

a revolutionary new concept in snow chains

Dream Eco Chain: Re-inventing the snow chain
Dream Eco Chain is unlike any other snow chain on the market today.

Its simple groundbreaking design allows for an installation time of less than
30 seconds without moving the vehicle and without the usual hassles of installing
typical snow chains that require more time and effort in freezing weather conditions.
Dream Eco Chain is made of the toughest and highest quality materials
to last 10 times longer than other snow chains.

The unique coil roller design not only offers superior traction and durability,
it also eliminates damages to road surfaces.
The ease of installation there is no need to store and change snow/studded tires every season.
This means big savings in gas, tires, and labor for commercial operations
such as taxi companies, delivery operations, trucking firms, bus companies,
and for the everyday user.
Dream Eco Chain performs like a dream under all kinds of snowy, icy conditions,
keeping you always safe and in control.
Please view the Dream Eco Chain video for a full demonstration at
http://www.ntcc.sales.com/english

. Simple. Quick. Secure.
. Installs in less than 30 seconds.
. Lasts 10 times longer than other tire chains.

The patent for Dream Eco Chain is for sale or license. We are in search for companies that will be a good fit for our product.distribution capabilities
A company that has and marketing that targets our product's end user. We will consider exclusive or nonexclusive agreements by country or region.
Whether you are an investor or a company looking to expand your product line, we believe that your investment will generate substantial profits
over the 20 year life of the patents and beyond.
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Install in 3 easy steps
in less than 30 seconds
1. Connect chain units.
2. Drape chain over tire.
3. Connect bottom arms.

